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Build DIY homemade Solar Panels - Make Home Solar Electricity

Homemade Solar panels, diy solar panel, home solar array are all common names used in the solar power
industry to describe solar energy units that convert the sunlight into home solar electricity that you can use
for free and as much as you like all

Aug. 9, 2009 - PRLog -- Create free home solar electricity.

We read every day about the increasing global demand for power and daily warnings about our
environment and the ever increasing carbon gases emitted from fossil fuel, the world is gradually heading
towards a severe energy crisis that we cannot ignore any longer. 

The sun's energy is the most abundant energy available on earth and making use of this free energy will go
towards solving our power solutions and this renewable energy is perceived as green and clean alternative
to the fossil fuel generated on-grid electricity of today leading to a Pollution-free a greener environment. 

http://www.make-a-solar-panel.com

Going green is the growing trend as people become more aware of the impact they have on our
environment.

Solar energy is one of the best renewable energy sources due to its abundance and there will always be a
sun and sunlight, if that ever disappears we will have no need for anything!

Homemade solar power panel system is a cost effective way to power your home than the expensive install
models available from the commercial sector. The aim of home owners is to construct a solar power system
that will handle the total peak load demand of all the home appliances. 

What can we do? 

You can have a do-it-yourself small solar power panel system installed and setup for about $200! And the
home solar electricity produced by these panels is directed to a battery bank, which serves as the electricity
storage unit. The battery bank can then supply all the electricity for the home during the night.

Living off the grid not only helps the environment, saves power and substantially reduces your electricity
bill. 

How does solar power and wind power function is some of the questions that will solve when you
download and read internet package manuals or guides.

Complete step-by-step instructions to make your own professionally looking homemade solar power
panels, including the 100 watt solar panels blueprints and all the different configurations possible, each of
them with their own diagrams and instructions. Using easy to find material.

Today's Solar Electric Cells Are a Practical and Environmentally Friendly Way of Producing Home Solar
Electricity

The scientific term for solar electricity is photovoltaic energy which means electricity from light. 
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A solar panel is a collection of solar cells that are known as photovoltaic cells. It is these cells that create
the home solar electricity by interacting with the sunlight, and when the cells are wired together you have
created a homemade solar power panels.

In one day you could make a diy small solar power panel that would be enough to power some of the
smaller appliances in the house. Once you have the knowledge you could increase the number of solar
panels until all your electrical power requirements are met from diy solar power.

A homemade solar power panel system is a big money saver and the diy solar panels are usually made from
3x6 solar cell modules specially manufactured and when exposing the solar cells to bright sunlight
produced solar electricity.

That is why the position is so critical to where the solar power generator or solar electric array is place in
relation to the suns movement across the house roof

http://www.make-a-solar-panel.com

The initial installation cost is quickly recovered after 3 or 4 power bills especially when you make your
own small solar panel from information purchased from the internet.

AS time and money allows, you may add more solar panels to increase your generate solar electricity so
your home is running completely off the power grid. Home solar power systems can use a back-up battery
bank to provide electricity at night. 

DIY homemade Solar panel systems are designed to produce D.C. direct current and D.C. voltages for
charging and storing in batteries or being directly converted into typical 120-230 volt alternating current
120 VAC.

Solar power packages include detailed instructions on how to make a small solar panel by following the
step-by-step instructions available with the solar energy package. 

Constructing a small solar panel at home does not require a lot of know how or expertise as the instructions
are fully illustrated and written in simple easy to understand English. 
Imagine running your electrical appliances without worrying about paying any bills.

Advantages of using a diy homemade solar panels.

1   Does not pollute the environment. Pollution-free: a greener environment.
2   Living off the grid. Reduced dependability on fossil fuel power.
3   Reduced power costs, saving you money. 

Home solar power panel system ensures uninterrupted power supply to your house and is the best solution
to generate free home solar electricity at home. 

HINT.

Replace all the incandescent lamps used in the house with compact low wattage fluorescent or energy
efficient lamps that consume less solar electricity.

# # #
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CHECK out Bret's Build DIY homemade Solar Panels

http://www.make-a-solar-panel.com

Bret Parker comprehensive manuals and Videos on how to Make Solar Panels and home made wind power
generator construction. 
How to make solar panels, home made diy wind power generator and information you'll need to build a
complete diy home solar power system and how to use solar electricity. 
Make Home Solar Electricity

--- End ---
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